Abstract. Two satellites of the INTERBALL project were launched on 3 August 1995. The main goals of the present paper are (1) to give a brief information about the VDP plasma device onboard the INTERBALL-1 satellite, (2) to present the Faradays cup data taken in different magnetospheric regions and (3) to expose first results of the two satellite measurements of the magnetopause motion. The presented data illustrate magnetopause crossings as seen by two satellites when separated by about~1000 km. This separation combined with the Faraday's cup time resolution allows to estimate the velocity of the magnetopause and to reconstruct a possible structure of the boundary. Simultaneous measurement of the magnetic field supports the interpretation of the observed ion fluxes as a signature of the wavy motion of the boundary.
Introduction
The position of the dayside and the near-Earth magnetotail magnetopause reflects the changes in the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and of the solarwind parameters. The empirically derived curves obtained by Roelof and Sibeck (1993) and Petrinec and Russell (1993) are in good agreement with the observed magnetopause crossings despite the fact that the date sets for external values of the solar-wind pressure or the IMF are rather small. The spread of the experimental points around the theoretical curve is caused by a variety of transient events which divert the magnetopause from its stationary position.
Transient (~1-min) events are a common feature of the outer dayside magnetosphere. Sibeck (1995) links such events to a number of processes, including multiple rapid magnetopause crossings, brief increase in the field component normal to the magnetopause and short enhancements of the ambient field strength. This author notes that this set of transient events includes what has been referred to as flux transfer events (FTEs) (by Russell and Elphic (1978) , who interpreted FTEs as evidence of patchy, sporadic merging resulting in the formation of flux ropes of interconnected magnetosheath and magnetospheric magnetic field lines. Since magnetic merging requires the appearance of a magnetic-field component normal to the magnetopause, the events may be interpreted in terms of flux ropes or bubbles produced by merging pulses. Because opposed magnetosheath and magnetospheric magnetic-field orientations favour the occurrence of magnetic merging, flux-transfer events should be more common on the lowlatitude dayside magnetopause during periods of southward interplanetary magnetic field.
Some authors believe that many of the observed transient events can be explained by changes of the solar-wind pressure and by the consequent magnetopause motion and/or deformation. Sibeck et al. (1989a,b) and Fairfield et al. (1990) compared in detail high time-resolution observations taken upstream of the subsolar bow shock with magnetic-field observations made in the outer dayside magnetosphere. Their comparison shows that transient magnetospheric events can be associated in a nearly one-to-one manner with equally transient variations in the foreshock dynamic pressure and in the IMF orientation. Le et al. (1993) interpreted the transient magnetospheric events as pressure-pulse-driven wavelets on the magnetopause.
The pressure pulses deform the magnetopause and create either crests or troughs on the surface . The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability can further cause the deformation of this boundary (Ogilvie and Fitzenreiter, 1989) and can lead to a large uncertainty in the magnetopause position determination.
It must be stressed that measurements made at one point in space are not sufficient for the determination of the shape of such a dynamic boundary object as the magnetopause.
In this paper we use preliminary results of simultaneous measurements carried out by the two INTER-BALL satellites to contribute to the discussion on the origin of the transient events seen at the magnetopause.
Our results demonstrate the possibilities offered by satellites which are closely located and move in a similar orbit. Our conclusions are based on simultaneous measurements of the VDP plasma sensor onboard the INTERBALL-1 satellite and of the corresponding VDP-S sensor measurements on the MAGION-4 subsatellite.
Instrumentation
The omnidirectional plasma sensor VDP is designed to determine the integral flux vector and the integral energetic spectrum of ions and electrons in the 0.2 -2.4-keV energy range. For simultaneous measurements in all directions the VDP device is equipped with six independent wide-angle Faraday's cups (FCs). Their axes form a three-dimensional orthogonal system. This configuration permits to find the main flow directions even in highly turbulent regions.
Measurements with FC are widely applied; they have been used several times onboard the Prognoz-type satellites for the solar wind (Gringauz et al., 1974; Vaisberg et al., 1979; Zastenker et al., 1982) and for the plasmasphere investigation (Vaisberg et al., 1979) . The possibility to determine fast changes of the ion-flow direction by a system of FCs in the bow-shock region has been illustrated by Kozak et al. (1985) . This method can supply the plasma velocity vector with a high temporal resolution. An illustration of these advantages can be found in Avanov et al. (1984) , where fast fluctuations of the ion flow in the solar wind are measured with a time resolution of 20 ms.
As opposed to the solar wind, for magnetospheric measurements the full spatial coverage is of principal importance. As the period of rotation of the Prognoztype spacecraft is about 2 min, the rotation cannot be used for fast spatial scanning and the sensor must cover the whole space to obtain a sufficient temporal resolution. For this reason a set of six FCs was chosen, with the axes forming a three-dimensional orthogonal system. Moreover, the multisensor system will be very useful for the study of the counterstreaming flows which can be expected within magnetospheric boundaries.
Sensor design and characteristics
The main design characteristics of an FC are schematically shown in Fig. 1 . The entrance grid (G1) is connected to the cup body (and accordingly to the satellite body) for the protection of the environmental space from the influence of the device potentials. The next two grids (G2, G3) are used for selection of the registered particles according to the energy and the sign of their charge.
One of the following modes of operation can be chosen by command: According to these modes the grids G2, G3 are supplied with potentials (relative to the body) shown in Table 1 .
The G4 grid is connected with the body to protect the collector (C) from the G3 potential influence. The suppressor grid G5 eliminates or diminishes the photoelectron and secondary electron currents from the collector. It is supplied permanently with the negative voltage (-170 V) . This potential exceeds considerably the possible energy of secondary electrons and photoelectrons arising under the action of the Sun's UV radiation. During the calibration mode the triangular voltage is super-imposed on the DC suppressor voltage. Due to the capacitance between the grid and the collector, some signal appears at the collector and is used for the amplifier-gain determination. It should be mentioned that in the sensor oriented towards the Sun the G3 grid is connected with the body in order to avoid the production at G3 of photoelectrons with energy up to 2.4 keV (i.e. considerably more than the potential of the grid G5) which could reach the collector. The size of the collector, diameters of apertures and distances between the grids (see Fig. 1 ) are chosen so that the angular characteristics of the sensor have a triangular shape with width ±67°degrees. Under typical magnetospheric conditions the ion flow is registered by three sensors simultaneously. Based on the current ratios the uncertainty of the angle determination does not exceed a few degrees (e.g. Avanov et al., 1984) .
A sequence of retarding potentials is supplied to the G2 or G3 grids for the measurement of the integral energetic spectrum of particles. The whole energy range (0.2-2.4 kV) is divided logarithmically into 16 steps which are scanned each second. The sensor retarding characteristic was determined numerically, taking into account the real grid electric field. An example of the expected data calculated for three values of the plasma bulk velocity and temperature using this retarding characteristic is shown in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that such integral energetic spectra can be used for a simple but rather good estimation of the velocity and temperature of the plasma flow with the assumption that the bulk velocity exceeds considerably the thermal one.
Measurements illustrated in Fig. 3 have been taken in the solar wind. They demonstrate a good agreement with predicted curves in Fig. 2 . The velocity and temperature estimated from these measurements are 458 km/s and 12 eV, respectively. The difference between calculated and measured curves in the high-energy part is caused by the -particle flux which is only one order of magnitude less than that of the protons. Three consecutive measurements depicted in Fig. 3 show a good reproducibility of measurements of the proton part of the distribution. The part which corresponds to theparticle distribution is rather noisy but averaging allows to determine also the basic parameters of the -particle flow.
Sensor electronics
In accordance with our knowledge of interplanetary and magnetospheric plasma, the expected range of particle flux is from 3 × 10 5 to 2 × 10 9 part/cm 2 /s. Taking into account the entrance area of 9.6 cm 2 and the transparency of the grid set of about 0.6, the corresponding current range is from 3 × 10 -13 to 2 × 10 -9 A. It is rather difficult to cover that range in one scale because of the noise level on the spacecraft. For this reason the whole range was divided into two subranges, two decimal orders each. The switching of the FC amplifier gain proceeds automatically in accordance with the input signal. The amplifier is complemented by a precise rectifier. The system provides three signals: analogue output, digital indication of the gain value and polarity.
The frequency bandwidth of the amplifier reaches about 10 Hz. It gives a good opportunity to study turbulent magnetospheric plasma. To obtain this frequency and current ranges, the amplifier is placed just under the FC. The analogue output of the amplifier is passed through the low-pass filter (Butterworth type, second order) with an upper limit frequency of 8 Hz. This limit is in agreement with Nyquist criterion as the sampling rate of the data processing unit is 16 Hz.
Onboard data processing system
There are two basic features which characterize the VDP instrument data processing: -The data processor unit (DPU) is used mainly for data processing, data compression and telemetry frame forming. All other activities such as control signals reception, timing, data collection and preprocessing are carried out by a dedicated hardware. It allows us to transmit the information to the telemetry system (TM) even if the DPU is switched off (e.g. within the Earth's radiation belts). In these cases, information is sent to the particular TM via a parallel TM channel. -All computations are carried out in bytes. To obtain the needed range, logarithmic data representation has been chosen and original algorithms and procedures have been developed for data processing and compression to reach the needed accuracy.
The main cycle of data collection is either 1 or 1/128 of the spacecraft revolution. The way of the synchronization can be changed by a command from the Earth. During the cycle each of the six FCs is multiplexed 16 times to the input of a logarithmic AD converter. The output of the logarithmic ADC is written to the data buffer together with housekeeping and checking information, such as the phase of satellite rotation, sensor temperature and grid voltages. At the beginning of each cycle a restart signal for the DPU is generated and the data buffer is rewritten to the DPU memory.
The main tasks of the DPU can be listed as follows:
-determination of the way the data should be processed in accordance with received commands, -data processing and compression, -computation of precursors of different plasma disturbances, -telemetry frame formation, -adaptive change of the telemetry bit rate and of the level of data compression.
Besides the tasks listed there are many other routines which can be commanded from the Earth and allow reprogramming or checking of the DPU.
Due to the spacecraft limitations, the most informative mode -real-time transmission -can be expected only for limited parts of the orbit. For all other times the information must be written to the telemetry memory; which for our device cannot exceed 10 MB. To have a complete coverage of the orbit, the following modes are combined in accordance with scientific tasks.
-fast mode (430 kB/h) -the complete scientific information is transmitted with maximal rate; -fast monitoring mode (30 kB/h) -mean value for 1 from each sensor is transmitted together with the housekeeping data; -slow monitoring mode (3.5 kB/h) -8-s averages and housekeeping information are transmitted: -adaptive mode (up to 430 kB/h). This mode can be started from both monitoring modes. The main idea is that if some disturbance in plasma is observed and if one or both precursors computed in the DPU exceed a given threshold, the actual mode is changed to the fast mode.
Further details and references are given in Safrankova et al. (1995) .
As an example of the data received in the fast monitoring mode we present the bow-shock crossing which occurred on 26 August 1995, when the satellite moved from the dawn magnetosheath into the solar wind at a distance of about 24.2 R E from the Earth (Fig. 4) . The magnetosheath ion flow is nearly antisunward in this region, but due to its high temperature it is also measured by the FCs which are directed 90°away from that direction (Cups 2 and 4 in Fig. 4) . The ratio between the currents of the Cup 0 (oriented sunward) and Cup 2 or Cup 4 corresponds to a deflection of the magnetosheath flow from~25°from the Sun-Earth line. Due to this deflection, currents of Cup 2 and Cup 4 are modulated by the satellite's rotation. When the satellite exits into the solar wind at 154330 UT the currents in these cups disappear and only Cup 0 measures a nonzero current.
Magnetopause crossing
A number of magnetopause crossings have been registered by the INTERBALL satellites in different latitudes and local times so far. A preliminary analysis of the observed crossings leads to the conclusion that the position of the particular crossing is crucial for the observed magnetopause structure. For example, the difference between structures of the low-and highlatitude magnetopause do not allow even qualitative comparison. This fact makes the statistical study nearly impossible, because the two crossings observed during one satellite orbit differ substantially in the latitude, the crossings on two consecutive orbits being shifted by 15 min of local time. Moreover, the changes in the solarwind dynamic pressure stress the magnetopause over a wide range of radial distances and the magnetic-field direction influences the formation of the magnetopause layers. It means that we should limit ourselves to the case-study completed by the qualitative comparison of the crossing under study with a few other observed events under similar conditions.
The following series of panels shows the overall view of the ''multiple'' crossing of the magnetopause which was observed by both INTERBALL satellites on 29 August 1995 between 0855 and 0915 UT. The satellites moved from the magnetosheath toward the Earth's magnetoshpere. The INTERBALL-1 satellite was located at GSE (x, y, z) = (10, -72, -11) × 10 3 km at 0855 UT and moved nearly earthwards with the velocity of about 2.6 km/s. The MAGION-4 satellite was ahead by a distance of~1020 km. This event has been examined in Nemecek et al. (1996) and it has been shown that currents of FCs can be used as a good indicator of different magnetosheath-magnetosphere regions.
The top panel in Fig. 5 shows the current of the sunward-oriented FC onboard the INTERBALL-1 satellite. As mentioned in Sect. 2.1, this current is the sum of the total ion current and the current of electrons with energy higher than 170 eV. In the left-hand part of the figure the ion current exceeds the electron one, but in the right-hand part the FC currents become negative, thus indicating the presence of hot electrons. In accordance with the position of the spacecraft, the region with the high positive FC current can be considered as the magnetosheath; the hot electrons are probably of a magnetospheric origin. This classification is supported by the changes of the magnetic-field modulus, which are shown in the middle panel of Fig. 5 . The magnetic field fluctuates around a value of 12 nT in the left-hand part of the figure and rises to a value of about 30 nT in the right-hand part (the highly fluctuating region in the middle of the panel will be discussed further). The measurements of the FCs onboard the MAGION-4 satellite depicted in the bottom panel demonstrate that both satellites registered the same fluctuations but at a different time. The time difference between the corresponding features in the top and the bottom panels is about 2 min, considerably less than the temporal distance of both satellites. It indicates that the observed structures are moving. Figure 6 shows part of the time-interval from Fig. 5 in physical units. The plasma bulk velocity needed for the density calculation was taken from the MPS/SPS plasma spectrometer (Nemecek et al., 1997) . The second panel in Fig. 6 shows the ion density measured by the INTERBALL-1 satellite. The ion density gradually decreases from 085500 to 085845 UT. This decrease can be interpreted as the encounter of the plasma depletion layer which is often observed just outside the magnetopause at these latitudes. The density falls sharply to a value less then 1/10 of the original value (at 085845 UT). Afterwards one can identify five density enhancements which are marked with numbers. The background density decreases further till 091000 UT.
The next four panels show the magnetic field measured onboard the INTERBALL-1 satellite in the boundary normal (L, M, N) coordinates. The boundary normal N is taken as the minimum variance direction of the magnetic field for the period depicted in Fig. 6 . The L direction is the maximum variance direction in the plane perpendicular to N, and M completes the righthand set.
The structure of the low-latitude magnetopause is rather complicated and consists of a few layers which are divided by more or less distinct boundaries (Russell, 1995) . We will concentrate our attention on one of them characterized by a sharp decrease of the ion density (by a factor of 5 or more) and by the increase in the magnetic field and vice versa. For briefness we will henceforth call this boundary ''magnetopause''. The first encounter of the INTERBALL-1 satellite with this boundary occurred at 085845 UT, when the ion density fell and the magnetic field increased from~10 to~33 nT. All five consecutive enhancements in ion density are accompanied with a decrease in the magnetic field nearly to the magnetosheath value. During the short periods of low ion density the magnetic field remains high and the fluctuation level is low. The transitions from low to high density are completed by a rotation of the magnetic field which indicates a thin current layer on this boundary. The last transition occurs at 090640 UT when the The same features can be identified in the measurements of the ion density onboard the MAGION-4 subsatellite shown in the top panel of Fig. 6 . The timedelay between the observations made by the main satellite and the subsatellite is caused by the motion of the magnetopause. The time-delay between both satellites along their orbit was~6 min, and the delay between the measured plasma structures is significantly lower. The different intervals of observed current variations suggest that the motion of the magnetopause is rather complicated and that the velocity of this motion is quite variable.
The major causes of the magnetopause motion -the change in the solar-wind dynamic pressure and the change in IMF direction-can be probably ruled out because, according to the measurements of the WIND at a distance of about 100 R E upstream, the pressure of the solar wind had a constant value of 2.4 nPa and the IMF was directed southward (B z oscillated between -2.5 and -3.5 nT ) during the time-interval 0800-0900 UT. Nevertheless, it should be taken into account that the measurements far upstream do not always reflect the actual state of the solar wind in front of the magnetopause (Nemecek et al., 1997) .
Two possible ways which the magnetopause motion can explain the observed events are illustrated in Fig. 7 . The thin straight dashed lines show the position of the satellites along the Y GSE axis, the bars on these lines mark the time-intervals when the enhancements of the ion density have been registered. The number next to the particular bar relates this event to the observation depicted in Fig. 6 . The solid line which connects part of the bars shows the expected position of the magnetopause that is consistent with the model of the radial expansion of the magnetopause. This model assumes that the magnetopause is moving as a whole under the changing pressure of the solar wind and/or the changing direction and value of IMF. From this presumption we can predict that the sequence of observations of the boundary by our satellites would be as follows: the MAGION-4 -INTERBALL 1 for the outward motion and the INTERBALL-1 -MAGION-4 for the inward motion. In this case, the events at~090130 and~090230 UT remain unexplained and another mechanism should be involved. The thin dotted line illustrates the position of the magnetopause if the observed features are interpreted as its wavy motion.
If we follow the idea of Sibeck et al., (1990) that observed events are caused by the deformation of the magnetopause surface which moves with the velocity of the magnetosheath plasma we can estimate some dimensions of the deformation. For a tough determination we can suppose that both satellites move along the Y GSE -axis (X GSE and Z GSE components are negligible) and that the plasma moves in the -X direction. Thus we can convert the temporal scale in Fig. 7 into a spatial scale as given at the top of the figure. In this case the bottom boundary of the shadowed region represents, in some sense, the shape of the magnetopause at one arbitrary time. The magnetosheath-like plasma pulses have~30-s duration, which is equal to~7500 km of spatial extension along the X axis. The vertical (Y ) size of the plasma formation should be greater than the distance between the satellites, which is~1000 km. As the probability of the encounter of both satellites with the same ''wave'' is relatively high (four cases in our figure at~0859,~0900,~0902 and~0904 UT), we can assume that the amplitude of these ''waves'' is a few thousand kilometers.
Conclusion
We have discussed the INTERBALL observations of dense antisunward ion flows observed during the dawn magnetopause crossing on 2 August 1995. It was shown that the occurrence of these flows is correlated with the decrease in the magnetic-field intensity down to the magnetosheath value. This fact allows us to identify the boundary between the dense ion flow and less dense surrounding plasma as the magnetopause. As a result of the discussion we have presented an estimation of the shape of the magnetopause. The results of two-point observations are inconsistent with a simple model of radial expansion if a deformation of the magnetopause surface is not considered. On the other hand, all observed features can be explained by slow inward motion (comparable with the satellite velocity) of the overall magnetopause surface which is, on a small scale, modified by some process leading to the creation of the ''troughs'' in the surface. The nature of this process [pressure pulses in the magnetosheath , Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (Ogilvie and Fitzenreiter, 1989) ] can be identified only after further data processing.
As the direction and the value of the ion velocity inside the troughs are the same as in the magnetosheath the troughs should move along the magnetopause surface with the magnetosheath plasma velocity. The shape of the troughs (dotted line in Fig. 7) indicates that their velocity can be slightly lower than the magnetosheath plasma velocity. This is a characteristic feature of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. A typical dimension of the troughs in the X direction is~1 ÷ 2 R E , their depth in the radial direction probably does not exceed 0.5 R E . The observed periodicity of these events can be caused either by a boundary instability or by a pressure wave in the magnetosheath. A comparison of the discussed event with others observed by the INTERBALL satellites shows that the wavy motion is a common feature of the low-latitude dawn magnetopause.
The paper introduces first preliminary results of the magnetopause crossing study by the INTERBALL satellites, to show the possibilities of two-point observations on a small scale. For a better understanding of the magnetopause motion the data should be carefully processed and supplemented with data from the other spacecraft.
